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Google's AI has written some amazingly mournful poetry | WIRED
UK
Ai is a poet noted for her uncompromising poetic vision and
bleak dramatic monologues which give voice to marginalized,
often poor and abused speakers. Though born Florence Anthony,
she legally changed her name to Ai which means “love” in
Japanese. Alicia Ostriker countered.
Vice: New
A team of
developed
according

and Selected Poems by Ai
researchers from Microsoft and Kyoto University
a poet AI good enough to fool online judges,
to a paper.

Co-write some poetry with Google AI
Collected here are poems from Ai's previous five
books—Cruelty, Killing Floor, Sin, Fate, and Greed—along with
seventeen new poems. Employing her.

We Used Google’s New AI to Generate Angsty Poetry About the
Future
Click to read the full review of The Collected Poems of Ai in
New York Journal “ Lust, Love, and Loss” is a steamy four-part
poem about adult.
Adorable robot strolls the beach scribbling poems in the sand
Adorable robot strolls the beach scribbling poems in the sand.
07/04/; under Innovation, Poet on the Shore, Robot design,
Yuxi Liu, AI-powered bot, Yves Behar unveils friendly robot
that helps aging adults stay connected to the world.
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Forgot Password? Next, the researchers had to see if the
average person could tell the difference. It's interesting to
see how she approaches both worlds with the same sharpness of
language and fearlessness in exposing violence and abuse.
Imuchpreferherearlierwork. Love her work but can only take it
in pieces. The views expressed in this article are those of
the author alone and not the World Economic Forum.
Tomention,ithelpsmealotinaccomplishingmyresearchpaper,thefactthat
robot's vocabulary is programmed with general grammar and
spelling conventions, but is free to arrange the words in any
form it pleases. Forget the beach balls and margaritas —
nothing says relaxing day at the beach like robot-created
poetry.
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